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F rom being a rarity a couple of years ago, the 
variety of compact digital audio recorders 
available today puts them firmly in the 
‘spoilt for choice’ category. This has led 

to the usual features arms race as manufacturers try 
to come up with unique selling points, and, much 
more importantly, it has also led to refinements and 
improvements to the breed.

Tascam is no newcomer to portable recorder design 
and manufacture. The subject here, the UK£309 
DR-2d, is the successor to the DR-1.

At the same size, but double the thickness of an 
iPod Touch, the DR-2d falls into the middle range 
of dimensions for compact recorders. With a case 
constructed from metal-clad plastic it weighs just 
enough to give some confidence in its robustness, but 
not enough to be tiresome if carried all day. Instead of 
the rather silly and garish fake mic capsules used to 
hide the real capsules on some other recorders, Tascam 
has wisely opted for a smooth external appearance 
with the capsules concealed behind discreet, black 
metal mesh grilles.

Power comes from a pair of AA cells and a menu 
option for alkaline or NiMh rechargeables. The battery 
hatch on the back is large and positive and big 
enough not get lost. Also on the back are the Speaker 
on/off switch, a Hold switch, the speaker grille, and 
four small rubber feet. These are just sufficient to 
provide some isolation when the recorder is placed on 
a flat surface, but not large enough to annoy when 

handheld or in your pocket.
The unit records to flash memory on the 

ubiquitous SD card and can accept SD cards 
from 64Mb to 2Gb, and SDHC cards from 
4Gb to 32Gb. Cards must be formatted 
before use. It records 16- or 24-bit WAV 
files at sample rates up to 96kHz. MP3 
recording at 32 to 320kbps is also 
possible.

On the left-hand side, the SD card slot 
is hidden beneath a fairly chunky plastic 
cover. On the DR-2d the cover is tethered so, 
unlike many of its rivals, you won’t lose the little 
sucker within the first few days. The card mechanism 
is pleasingly positive. A firm push inwards unlatches 
and a spring ejects the card. Inserting a card is equally 
positive, requiring a firm push until the card latches.

Also on the left are two buttons for Input Level, 
plus and minus. These are used in conjunction with 
a menu setting for Low, Medium, or High gain. They 
work well enough, but I would prefer a rotary control.

On the right-hand side two similar buttons control 
Output/Monitor level and this is also where the mini 
USB, Line Out/Headphone jack and 5V DC in jack are 
to be found. Line In and Mic In jacks are on the top, 
between the built-in mics.

The front panel has the LCD screen — nothing 
special, but of decent size, and not too dim. Transport 
controls, Stop Play/Pause, and Record are immediately 
below. The Stop button trebles as Power On/Off when 
held down for a few seconds, and as the Home key 
when in a Settings page. Six buttons on the left deal 
with the Dual record feature (more of which anon), 
accessing the Menu, jumping to the beginning of 
the current track (or rewinding when held down), 
jumping to the beginning of the next track (or 
fast-forwarding when held down), and accessing 
Playback Control (varispeed), while the final (I-O) 
button sets the in and out points for loop playback; 
pressing and holding opens the loop dialog. Rew and 
FF are also used for menu navigation. The rest of the 
panel is occupied by the data wheel and centre Enter/
Mark button.

For PC or Mac connection the DR-2d appears as a 
USB-2 mass storage device.

A high-pass filter helps remove the worst of the 
wind rumble when recording outside. The HPF can 
be set to Off, 40Hz, 80Hz, or 120Hz. Wind noise 
is, inevitably, still an issue. However, a simple foam 
wind gag makes a huge difference. I didn’t have the 
optional Tascam one, but an alternative from a similar 
machine worked perfectly well.

Tascam has been pretty restrained with the bells 
and whistles. Apart from a limiter and AGC, there 
is a metronome and a basic reverb effect that can 
be applied to the input or to the output to avoid 
recording it. Playback Control offers pitch change 
with constant speed or speed change with constant 
pitch. Overdubbing adds sound from one of the 
inputs to playback from an existing file to make a 
new recording.

Some may find the inclusion of a nifty little 
remote control with a small pocket recorder a little 
surprising. In fact, it makes a great deal of sense. 
I most often use recorders such as this to record a 
continuous soundtrack when videoing events. In 
these circumstances the recorder is mounted on a 

tripod or mic stand — easy with 
the DR-2d, thanks to a built-in 

threaded boss, and it is started 
just before the performance, 
stopped for intervals and 
scene changes, and then 

restarted. The remote control 
means no more frantic galloping 

about from the camera position.
Tascam has also included a 

2s prerecord option, so now I can 
wait until the first note before hitting 

record. Musicians will find the remote 
equally useful, since it enables the 

recorder to be placed in the optimum 
position without requiring ‘twizzle arms’ 

or contortions to operate it before and after 
performing.

For hand-held use there is the option of a 
very convenient record delay function which 

starts the recording two seconds after the record 
button is pressed, thus avoiding recording the sound 
of the button press.

In a field now overpopulated with ‘me too’ designs, 
the DR-2d brings a couple of interesting tricks to the 
party. Although at first glance a two-track machine, 
the Tascam can record its line input as well as the 
internal mics as separate files — very useful for 
taking a mixer feed while recording ambience. It 
can also record two copies of the same audio, but 
with the gain set lower on one, 
so that you have a choice in 
post for recordings with a wide 
dynamic range or when there 
are unexpected overs. This dual-
recording feature can be set at -6dB 
to -12dB in one dB increments. It 
can also mix line in and mic inputs 
for recording to a single stereo file.

I used the DR-2d to record speech 
and sound effects. The results were 
fine. The built-in mics are surprisingly 
good, without objectionable artefacts, 
and the recorded noise floor is 
reasonably low. Ergonomics are good 
and the unit can be slipped into a coat 
pocket with ease, preferably inside the 
supplied drawstring sack.

In a crowded market the Tascam DR-2d is a 
noteworthy contender. n

PROs Clever dual-record and four-track 
features; clean design, easy to use.

No rotary level controls; handling  
noise, although better than most, is  
still present; Tascam should include a 
wind gag.

The DR-08 portable 
captures 96kHz/24-bit 
wAv files or MP3s to 
2Gb MicrosD. The built-
in microphones have a 
mechanism to change 
the width and angle of 
the elements. Power is 
from a pair of AAAs with 
transfer to computer via 
UsB 2.0. it has an auto 
level control and a low 
cut filter.

CONs

eXTRAs

Tascam DR-2d
ROB JAMES puts Tascam’s latest linear PCM recorder through its portable recording 
paces and finds it has some useful tricks up its compact and affordable sleeve.




